In the Hot Seat

the D-TEAM
this |SN’T what
\ asked for. -where are all the
corrections \ gave
you on the last
MARK-UP?

meanwhile, in JO JO ZEKE’s former office...
\ don’t
understand,
ma’am. can you be
more SPECIFIC?
exactly WHAT
didn’t you
like about it?
it’s CRAP,
mr. skipowsky..
CLEAR enough
for you?
THAT’S what \
didn’t like about it.

oooOH.... SO THOSE “SUGGESTIONS”
YOU MADE -- they WERE “MANDATED”?
\, UM -- \ TOTALLY MISSED THAT
LITTLE DETAIL, MA’AM. -- my bad.
ya know we’ve
been having
problems with
our fax -- \’m
not sure we
EVEN got those
mark ups.

-gulp-

and me...? \’m going
to play the part of
the BOSS -who happens to
be really PISSED
off at the moment.

you imbeciles are
SERIOUSLY
starting to TRY
my patience -and it’s going
to STOP.

geez is
she mad.
down,
CUJO...

oh but ma’am..
nobody here is
playing you for a
fool. why we have
nothing but
the utmost res...

don’t play me
as a FOOL,
skipowsky -- \
PROMISE you -you’ll REGRET it.

you’re going to shut
that EXCUSE-MILL of
a PIE HOLE you call
a MOUTH and
role-play the part
of “LISTENER.”

none of
the CHANGES
\ mandated are in
here. it’s like \’ve
been talking
to a wall.

you like playing
games so much.
well then -you should
APPRECIATE this.
zip it,
SKIPOWSKY.

you MIGHT want
to keep score.
look -- \ happen to
KNOW you’ve been
STONEWALLING me
on these changes.

\ may
be TWO
HUNDRED
miles away...

but it doesn’t
mean \ don’t
have EYES
and EARS there.
so CUT the crap!!

huh...? what
the hell is
she saying?



“when a gm loses face in the eyes of his players he only has two options. 1. admit defeat
and congratulate the player on his cunning and excellent battle-of-wits. or, 2. roll massive
amounts of dice for no apparent reason and pretend to be carefully recording the results. and
as GARY JACKSON points out in his book, ‘no self-respecting GM would pick the first option’.”

—B.A. Felton Tales from the Vault #1, p. 33
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this is about
doing things MY
way -- because
\’m the one in
CHARGE here.

um, ma’am -- CLEARLY there’s been some
sort of simple MISUNDERSTANDING here.
so she DOES
have a SPY here.

look, \’ll schedule a WORKING
WEEKEND for the guys -- we’ll do a total
REWRITE and address everyone’s concerns.

\ KNEW it.
\

KNEW

now your team
is either incapable
or UNWILLING
to do that.

it!!
\’m SURE we
can find a
compromise
we can all
agree to if...

COMPROMISE?
are you on
DRUGS? this isn’t
about compromise.

FINE! so \’m taking
it off your plate
to prove a point.

ma’am?

and putting
it on MINE.

¡

SUDDENLY you comprehend
simple ENGLISH.

m-ma’am....
-sputter-

you actually UNDERSTOOD
what \ just said.

a-am \ t-to
UNdeRSTAND...

y-you’re taking
HACKMASTER
away from us?

interesting.

we’re making
PROGRESS,
skipowsky.

you’re
moving up
in the
world -you’ve got
a LEG up on
my pool boy.

we’ve wasted FAR too much time on this
game -- we need to wrap it up and move on.
so the girls and \ are taking the reins.

meanwhile...

he would
just DIE!!!

wait -- we’re
out of the LOOP?
um -- if he
weren’t
dead
already
that is.

she’s taking HACKMASTER?
no, no, no...
this can’t be
happening.

don’t worry...
you’ll have a
chance to give us
some feedback
when it’s finished.

oh gawd -did \ HEAR
her correctly?

gary would die.



“c’mon pete. all \ did was point out the DEW POINT INDEX on
yer WEATHER CHECK was WHACKED for a DESERT land hex.”

—Gordo Sheckberry Black Hands Issue #2, editorial filler

November 2008
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\’m on my knees. \’m BEGGING ya..
H-HEIDI...

this is a VERY bad idea.

\ m-mean
MISS JACKSON.
PALEEZE...
don’t DO this.

which you have
so masterfully
JUGGLED while
sales have
been in a
constant state
of DECLINE
for the last
six YEARS.

w-why it’s like firing the ARCHITEcT
and throwing out the BLUE PRINTS.
there are a LOT of factors
to take into consideration here.

you’ve got to consider
rule balance, playtesting,
the likes and dislikes
of our demograaaa...
riiiiight....

much as \
LOVE to
hear you beg
--spare me.

are we CLEAR...?
er... y-yes,
ma’am.
ma’am -if \ may
-- all \’m
saying is...

we’re gonna
do this
MY way,
skipowsky.

-gulp-

you’re starting
to get the HANG
of this -- \
didn’t have to
REPEAT myself.

w-we’re
clear.

skipowsky -are we CLEAR?
stop
GROVELING and
accept it -- or
find your way
to the door.

the NEXT
word out of
your mouth
better
be, “YES.”

okay, so until \ give you further
MARCHING orders, you and your
STAFF can BUSY yourselves with
the new HEROES OF HACKLEAGUE
material you have slated...

um...
yes ma’am.

very
gooood,
skip.

but NOTHING
goes to press
until \ have a chance
to look at it
and SIGN OFF.

yes, ma’am.

for gawd’s
sake -- SPEAK
UP like you
HAVE a pair.

Y-YES, ma’am.

now, \ almost
forgot -- the
REAL reason
\ called.

my man is stopping
by your offices this
afternoon -- to
oversee the TRANSFER of that ABES
AND BABES thing...

we clear?

your man?



“\ don’t understand -- why would you BRAKE for a SQUIRREL? they’re just ROAD
KILL waitin’ to HAPPEN anyway. not like they’re an ENDANGERED ANIMAL or anything.”

—Dave Bozwell, Bundle of Trouble #23, You Say it’s your Birthday
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that’s right -- and
you’re to EXTEND him the
SAME consideration and
courtesy as you would me
-- whatever he ASKS
for, you give it to him.

my LAWYER, you
idiot -- JACK.

wup -- mr.
r-reynolds is
coming here?

he’s going to
want a SIT DOWN
with all the PRIMARIES.

he has a few other
items of BUSINESS
to tend to as well - make yourself
AVAILABLE to him.

everything else
takes a BACK...

*
y-yes, ma’am.
today?

of course,
ma’am.
buzzz....

omigawd -- the “GRIM REAPER”...?!!!

uht - \’ve got
another call.

oh sweet
HESTOR
on a stick!!!

c-coming HERE?!!! is THAT what she said?
gotta go,
skipowsky.
holy smokes.
we’re DOOMED!!

frickin’ reynolds.

maybe if we
locked the
doors...

cripes.
yes ma’am.
good b....
ka-klick.

have wes set up the CONFERENCE ROOM...
A-S-A-P.
-buzzzzget MURPHY and RICK to help ‘im.
gawd
help us.

yes
sir...?
\’m already
on it, sir...
tuley -CODE RED!!

and call
EDMUND -- tell
‘im to get his
ASS in here.

you
got
it, sir.

* See KODT# 58: Bleeding Profusely— Jack Reynolds, Heidi Jackson's lawyer and personal confidant. aka the Grim Reaper, Hatchet Jack.

November 2008
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